
laytext party balloon

inventor- michael faraday
made out of rubber

mylar balloon

made from foil plastic- mylar.
holds helium better than rubber.
printed with words or phrases, can sing[link] messages[i’m sorry link], special occasions.

water balloon
originally invented by michael faraday,[link] there is no exact date to when someone filled it 
with water.
waterballoons are usually rubber balloons.
water balloon fights.

hot air balloon

origianlly invented by Pilatre De Rozier in 1783.
the use of hot air enables the balloon float and travel.
comes in all differenct colors.
made out of lightweight strong synthetic fabrics.

balloon animals
all shapes and sizes, can also make hats[link].



weather balloon

The weather balloon was invented by a frenchmen named Jean-Fracois in 1783, to compete 
floating weather stations. Also the weather balloon carry’s small devices with it and sends back 
all types of info.
can be made out of different substances, but usually strong, thick, rubber.

decorative balloon arch

use different color balloons to decorate your space for a special ocasion, or just for fun.
an arch is just one way you can use balloons for a decorative purpose.[link]

deflated balloon

let the air out of your balloon, and it deflates.
can be mylar or rubber.

metalic balloon

made of mylar or rubber.
metalic coating.

popped balloon

happens if you sit on your balloon, or if your dog eats it, or if you purposely pop it with a sharp 
object.

popped rubber pieces look different than mylar popped balloons- they stay in one piece when 
popped, instead of bursting.



happy balloon :)

draw or print a happy face on your rubber balloon.  you can mke your baby/small child laugh 
or possibly cry with this balloon- depending on the face and your baby/child.

glow in the dark balloon

next time you have a rave party, check out the glow in the dark balloons for decorating your 
place[link to balloon arch].  you can make them youself with glow paint, or buy them at  aparty 
store.
usually helium filled.

darth vader balloon

similar to the macy’s day parade b alloons[link.] this one is shaped like dath vader. i am your 
father.

balloon halloween costume

cant afford a halloween costume? no problem, buy a few balloons and your kid can go as grapes. 
balloons can be worn as halloween costumes or cool outfits for abc parties.
have fun being creative and see what other types of costumes you can come up with.

wacky inflatable arm flailing tube man

go down 41 and find a car dealership strip. i guarantee you will see at least like 10 of these guys 
waving and catching your attention.
they are good for advertising[link] for your business, even if its not a car dealership, or you can 
just put them on your font lawn, your neighbors would think you were the coolest ever.
these guys are happy balloon men and are made out of synthetic materials, similar to hot air 
balloons and macys day parade balloons[links]



singing balloons
usuallly made of mylar[link]
appeal to kids[link].
will sing to you and isn’t annoying even in the least bit.
find them at your local grocery, drug, or dollar store.

flying machine with lawnchair
many successful and unsuccessful attempts.
dangerous, but thrilling.
balloons are usually  inflated with helium or hudryogen.

over the hill black balloons

once you get old, people buy you black balloons.  it symbolzies that you are over the hill.
may be printed with “over the hill” or “you’re old!”
made from rubber or mylar- usually helium filled.

punching balloon toy

made from rubberband and rubber balloon.
you put the toy together after you buy it.
toy similar to paddleball, except easier, and more fun.
gets old fast, but is entertaining for a good 5 minutes.
may be filled with helium or regular air.

balloon dart fair games
prizes can be won at fairs and carnivals if you can pop the balloons with darts- usualy a ripoff, 
but whatever- still fun.



Macy’s Day Parade balloons

these are at the parade every year- shown on tv and all. balloons are often crafted into new 
release movie cartoon characters and such.
made out of syntheic materils[link].

balloon hat

started with balloon animals[link]. enjoyed by kids[link]. seen at birthdays and other special 
occasions[link].

balloon art, form of ballon modeling, or balloon animals [link].

balloon advertisements
like wacky inflatible tube men, which draw attentnion[link].
used for businesses.
made out of lightweight, strong, synthetic fabrics, like hot air balloons[link].

the “i fucked up” balloon, sorry.
made from mylar, can say other things for special occasions[links].


